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30 Days to a Stronger, More Confident You B&H Publishing Group
In Confident Faith, Mark Mittelberg assures Christians that we can be
confident in our beliefs. There's no reason to be timid about what we
believe, because our beliefs can stand up to the test. Truth isn't
dependent on how a person feels or one's own point of view, as so many
assert. On the contrary, we can determine truth through our five senses,
and that truth reliably points to a deeper and unseen reality. Mark walks
readers through twenty arrows that point towards Christian beliefs: from
the intricate design of the universe to archaeological proofs, from the
consistent testimony of changed lives to the reliability of the ancient
documents of the Bible. After studying these arrows, you'll put this book
down with a renewed confidence in what you believe and why it matters
for eternity.

The Voice of the Heart Jossey-Bass
An expert on the psychology of decision making at Berkeley’s
Haas School of Business helps readers calibrate their confidence,
arguing that some confidence is good, but overconfidence can
hinder growth. A surge of confidence can feel fantastic—offering
a rush of energy, even a dazzling vision of the future. It can give
us courage and bolster our determination when facing adversity.
But if that self-assurance leads us to pursue impossible goals, it
can waste time, money, and energy. Self-help books and
motivational speakers tell us that the more confident we are, the
better. But this way of thinking can lead to enormous trouble.
Decades of research demonstrates that we often have an over-
inflated sense of self and are rarely as good as we believe.
Perfectly Confident is the first book to bring together the best
psychological and economic studies to explain exactly what
confidence is, when it can be helpful, and when it can be
destructive in our lives. Confidence is an attitude that takes into
account both personal feelings and the facts. Don Moore
identifies the ways confidence behaves in real life and raises
thought-provoking questions. How optimistic should you be
about an uncertain future? What justifies your confidence in
something amorphous and subjective like your attractiveness or
sense of humor? Moore reminds us that the key to success is to
avoid being both over- and under-confident. In this essential
guide, he shows how to become perfectly confident—how to
strive for and maintain the well-calibrated, adaptive confidence
that can elevate all areas of our lives.
Dare to Lead InterVarsity Press
Learn how to lead like Jesus, whether in the
home, the church, the community, or the
marketplace; moving not only from success to
significance but taking a step beyond
significance--surrender.

How to Develop a 'Never Give up' Attitude Harmony
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Bren� Brown
has taught us what it means to dare greatly, rise strong,
and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new research
conducted with leaders, change makers, and culture
shifters, she’s showing us how to put those ideas into
practice so we can step up and lead. Don’t miss the five-
part HBO Max docuseries Bren� Brown: Atlas of the
Heart! NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about titles,
status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone who
takes responsibility for recognizing the potential in
people and ideas, and has the courage to develop that
potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t pretend to
have the right answers; we stay curious and ask the
right questions. We don’t see power as finite and hoard
it; we know that power becomes infinite when we share
it with others. We don’t avoid difficult conversations and
situations; we lean into vulnerability when it’s
necessary to do good work. But daring leadership in a
culture defined by scarcity, fear, and uncertainty
requires skill-building around traits that are deeply and
uniquely human. The irony is that we’re choosing not to
invest in developing the hearts and minds of leaders at
the exact same time as we’re scrambling to figure out
what we have to offer that machines and AI can’t do
better and faster. What can we do better? Empathy,
connection, and courage, to start. Four-time #1 New
York Times bestselling author Bren� Brown has spent
the past two decades studying the emotions and
experiences that give meaning to our lives, and the past
seven years working with transformative leaders and

teams spanning the globe. She found that leaders in
organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial startups
and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic
organizations, and Fortune 50 companies all ask the
same question: How do you cultivate braver, more daring
leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in
your culture? In this new book, Brown uses research,
stories, and examples to answer these questions in the
no-BS style that millions of readers have come to expect
and love. Brown writes, “One of the most important
findings of my career is that daring leadership is a
collection of four skill sets that are 100 percent
teachable, observable, and measurable. It’s learning and
unlearning that requires brave work, tough
conversations, and showing up with your whole heart.
Easy? No. Because choosing courage over comfort is not
always our default. Worth it? Always. We want to be
brave with our lives and our work. It’s why we’re here.”
Whether you’ve read Daring Greatly and Rising Strong
or you’re new to Bren� Brown’s work, this book is for
anyone who wants to step up and into brave leadership.

The Right Kind of Confident Baker Books
Moreland and Issler team up in this book to helpfully clear
away the barriers to faith by detailing what faith is,
identifying the various obstacles to it, and providing
guidance for growing in trust in God through Jesus Christ.
Radical Confidence HarperCollins
Today's children and teens are growing up more anxious,
depressed, and fearful than previous generations. But if we help this
generation, often called "Gen Z," to discover true God-confidence,
instead of chasing the illusive self-confidence, we can empower
them to embrace their uniqueness and find their purpose, passion,
and peace as they grow into humble, compassionate, and resilient
young people. Cyndie Claypool de Neve, an Associate Marriage
and Family Therapist, shares her personal journey from feeling
anxious and suicidal to learning God-confidence. She explains how
parents and youth workers can use these principles to encourage
this next generation to discover the purpose for which God created
them. God-Confident Kids is filled with stories, Scripture,
psychological insights, and practical tips to help families move from
fear-based parenting to faith-filled parenting as we claim Ephesians
2:10 for our kids: "For we are God's handiwork, created in Christ
Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to
do."
Hardwiring Happiness Zondervan
With New York Times bestselling author, Dr. Hanson's four steps,
you can counterbalance your brain's negativity bias and learn to
hardwire happiness in only a few minutes each day. Why is it easier
to ruminate over hurt feelings than it is to bask in the warmth of
being appreciated? Because your brain evolved to learn quickly
from bad experiences and slowly from good ones, but you can
change this. Life isn’t easy, and having a brain wired to take in the
bad and ignore the good makes us worried, irritated, and stressed,
instead of confident, secure, and happy. But each day is filled with
opportunities to build inner strengths and Dr. Rick Hanson, an
acclaimed clinical psychologist, shows what you can do to override
the brain’s default pessimism. Hardwiring Happiness lays out a
simple method that uses the hidden power of everyday experiences
to build new neural structures full of happiness, love, confidence,
and peace. You’ll learn to see through the lies your brain tells you.
Dr. Hanson’s four steps build strengths into your brain to make
contentment and a powerful sense of resilience the new normal. In
just minutes a day, you can transform your brain into a refuge and
power center of calm and happiness.
Free of Me Revell
Drawing on Dale Carnegie's years of experience as a
business trainer this book will show you how to overcome
the natural fear of public speaking, to become a
successful speaker and even learn to enjoy it.
Perfectly Confident Penguin Books
What if we stopped placing our confidence in the things of this
world—and instead put our trust in the only one who is truly
trustworthy? As you begin to apply each chapter’s material, you’ll
discover the true meaning of confidence, the difference between
negative fear and positive fear, and how to turn the Enemy’s tool of
fear on its head with strong confidence. Be honest: Who among us
isn’t plagued with fears, insecurities, and self-doubt? Popular
wisdom says the solution is to simply believe more strongly in
ourselves. But award-winning author and speaker Mary A. Kassian
explains that the way to combat fear is with more fear—fear of a
different kind. In this follow-up to her popular book The Right Kind of
Strong, Kassian again draws on her vast biblical knowledge to show
us a better way to navigate life. She compares the Bible’s definition
of confidence with the world’s well-worn self-help formulas and sets
us on the right path. Whether you’re seeking more confidence or
already feeling full of it, when you lean into a source of confidence
that is unchanging, firm, and trustworthy, you’ll become more like
the bold, courageous woman God created you to be. “In the fear of
the Lord one has strong confidence.” (Proverbs 14:26)
Show Up Confident Sage Hill Resources
Blending stories and insights with simple techniques and
exercises, this invaluable guide for the introvert will get you out

of your comfort zone and trying new things in no time. Whether
you’re changing jobs, joining a group, or moving to a new city,
putting yourself out there in new situations is no picnic. Being
forced to introduce yourself, having to ask questions among
strangers, learning expectations of those around you--it’s not
fun for anyone! However, when we let our worries stop us from
getting familiar with our surroundings and learning the dos and
don’ts of our new environment, we seriously hinder our
progress, joy, and the opportunities that await us. In What to
Do When You're New, you can discover the necessary skills to
learn how to: Overcome fears Make great first impressions Talk
to strangers with ease Get up to speed quickly Connect with
people wherever you go This book combines the author's
research and firsthand experience from having to adjust to a
job transfer to Japan with that of leading scientists to explain
why we are so uneasy in new situations--and how we can learn
to become more confident and successful newcomers.
How to Develop Self-Confidence and Influence People by
Public Speaking Notion Press
Christian Library of Lancaster Collection.
Trust Yourself Thomas Nelson Inc
We live in a culture that's all about self, becoming the best
"me" I can be instead of becoming like Jesus. This me-
centered message affects every area of our lives--our
friendships, our marriages, even our faith--and it breaks each
one in different ways. The self-focused life robs our joy, shrinks
our souls, and is the reason we never quite break free of
insecurity. In this book, Sharon Hodde Miller invites us into a
bigger, Jesus-centered vision--one that restores our freedom
and inspires us to live for more. She helps readers - identify
the secret source of insecurity - understand how self-focus
sabotages seven areas of our lives - learn four practical steps
for focusing on God and others - experience freedom from the
burden of self-focus Anyone yearning for a purpose bigger
than "project me" will cherish this paradigm-shifting message
of true fulfillment.
A Woman's Strength Harmony
After Eric Davis spent over 16 years in the military,
including a decade in the SEAL Teams, his family was
more than used to his absence on deployments and
secret missions that could obscure his whereabouts for
months at a time. Without a father figure in his own life
since the age of fifteen, Eric was desperate to maintain
the bonds he’d fought so hard to forge when his children
were young—particularly with his son, Jason, because he
knew how difficult it was to face the challenge of becoming
a man on one’s own. Unfortunately, Eric learned the hard
way that Quality Time doesn’t always show up in Quantity
Time. Facebook, television, phones, video games, school,
jobs, friends—they all got in the way of a real, meaningful
father-son relationship. It was time to take action. As a
SEAL, Eric learned to innovate and push boundaries,
allowing him to function at levels beyond what was
expected, comfortable, ordinary, and even imaginable,
and he knew that as a father he needed to do the same
with his son. Meeting extreme with extreme was the only
answer. Using a unique blend of discipline, leadership,
adventure, and grace, Eric and his SEAL brothers will
teach you how to connect, and reconnect, with your sons
and learn how to raise real men—the Navy SEAL way.
Ask a Manager Simon and Schuster
“If there were a Guinness Book of World Records entry for
‘amount of times having prayed the sinner’s prayer,’ I’m
pretty sure I’d be a top contender,” says pastor and
author J. D. Greear. He struggled for many years to gain
an assurance of salvation and eventually learned he was
not alone. “Lack of assurance” is epidemic among
evangelical Christians. In Stop Asking Jesus Into Your
Heart, J. D. shows that faulty ways of present- ing the
gospel are a leading source of the confusion. Our
presentations may not be heretical, but they are
sometimes misleading. The idea of “asking Jesus into
your heart” or “giving your life to Jesus” often gives false
assurance to those who are not saved—and keeps those
who genuinely are saved from fully embracing that reality.
Greear unpacks the doctrine of assurance, showing that
salvation is a posture we take to the promise of God in
Christ, a posture that begins at a certain point and is
maintained for the rest of our lives. He also answers the
tough questions about assurance: What exactly is faith?
What is repentance? Why are there so many warnings
that seem to imply we can lose our salvation? Such issues
are handled with respect to the theological rigors they
require, but Greear never loses his pastoral sensitivity or a
communication technique that makes this message
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teachable to a wide audience from teens to adults.
Creative Confidence Ballantine Books
Originally published by Viking Penguin, 2014.
Standing Strong Hay House, Inc
Regain your confidence at work, transform your sensitivity into a
superpower Being highly attuned to your emotions, your
environment, and the behavior of others can be the keys to
success, but they can also lead to overthinking, overworking, and
overgiving. It’s time to Trust Yourself. Over the last decade, award-
winning human behavior expert and executive coach Melody
Wilding, LMSW has helped thousands of Sensitive Strivers (highly
sensitive, high-achieving professionals and leaders) get out of their
own way. And now, in this groundbreaking book, Wilding offers
practical, research-based strategies to reclaim control of your career
and reach your full potential. You’ll discover: PRACTICAL
STRATEGIES to harness your sensitivity and emotional intelligence,
turning them into a superpower in the workplace. PROVEN
TECHNIQUES to quiet your inner critic and make decisions with
confidence. STEP-BY-STEP GUIDES to set healthy boundaries and
protect your energy from difficult co-workers CONCRETE,
ACTIONABLE TOOLS to develop resilience, bounce back from
setbacks, and navigate workplace challenges with grace. WORD-
FOR-WORD SCRIPTS to push back on extra work, promote your
accomplishments, and more. Through her refreshingly
approachable yet deeply empathetic approach, Wilding offers a life-
changing roadmap that has helped readers across the globe to
break the cycle of self-sabotage and self-doubt by transforming your
perceived weaknesses into your biggest strengths.
A Confident Heart Devotional Random House
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and
New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical
guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-
new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called
“the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-
advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know
what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly
helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need
to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when •
coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you
accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all”
• you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all •
you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with
your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making
you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for
Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . .
[Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should
be professional (even when others are not) and that
communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and
kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist
(starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense
writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely
applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for
anyone new to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library
Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s
Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us
how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace,
confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford
professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for
navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm
way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping
By and Get Your Financial Life Together
The Confident Barrel Racer Harvest House Publishers
The secret of how to be more confident is under the
clothes you're wearing this minute. If you know you've lost
a bit of yourself after a life change, relax, you can return to
your brilliance. Do you know that he clues to the emotions
and hang-ups keeping you stuck are hanging in your
closet right now? When you learn to uncover them, you
can begin to release self-doubt and power up new self-
belief. Michele Charles Gustafson is a master at "styling
your confidence" and was featured by a global cosmetics
brand for women of color, IMAN Cosmetics, as an
ambassador to help women "stay showing up" during the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic (April 2020). In this
book, she is here to share her secret that nothing new
happens without fresh confidence and that how you see
yourself in the mirror either fuels or stalls your self-
esteem, business, career, and relationship goals. You can
find powerful self-motivation when you master the
process. Show Up Confident is a conversational, part
memoir/part practical personal-development guide that will
make you want to drop any temporary fix to only "look
good and feel good" and, will instead, inspire you to tap
into what you've got inside and forever change the way
you think about getting ready to take on your day-and your
life. You will learn: How to develop strong resilience with a
lifetime skill for seeing lessons in every challenge.
Michele's three fundamentals that unlock new inner-
strength through any transition. The remarkable reason
your style of dressing connects to your ability to take
courageous action. How to easily see if how you dress is
keeping you hidden from opportunities and success. The

way to know if your relationships are supporting and
supercharging your new surge of confidence. Get excited
to see the beauty in change, the power in transition, and
embrace the adventure of resilience, starting with
preparing your heart, mind and dressing intention for your
day.
The Sexually Confident Wife Seal Press
Barrel racers put a lot of effort and expense into improving
their skills and developing their horses. But even when
they seem to be doing everything right, it's not uncommon
to continuously miss the mark in competition. The problem
often lies in inconsistencies or weaknesses in the rider's
inner game - the aspects of competition that aren't always
easy to see, but have perhaps an even greater impact on
our end results. Finally, a resource has been created to
assist barrel racers on the path to truly becoming more
confident from the inside out. The Confident Barrel Racer
covers eight key areas and concludes with two special
bonus sections. Challenges of Competition - Develop
awareness that prevents you from falling victim to the
dangers that exist in the competition environment. Fierce
Love - Get off the endless roller coaster of emotions to
develop a steady, unwavering level of confidence
regardless of your circumstances or results. Self & Source
- An introduction to two key relationships, that when
developed and nurtured, will turn your life around. Four
Steps to Confidence - A step-by-step guide to creating
confidence, by helping you to first master change in the
moment, then offering support all the way through
integration. Be Here Now - Today is a gift, that is why we
call it the present. Learn how to be in the moment, the
perfect mental space to be in a run, where self-doubt
cannot exist. Practices - Being a winner in the arena
means developing winning habits in all aspects of life.
Develop practices in three areas to optimize your
confidence. Tips for Competition - Specific action steps for
overcoming nerves, getting into the perfect mindset, and
creating laser-like focus to perform your best. Confidence
Smashers - Have past experiences, horses, or people
damaged your confidence? Get tips for overcoming past
and present challenges. The Confident Horse - There's
more to developing a confident horse than just being a
confident rider. Learn how to build your equine partner's
confidence. Additional Resources - Recommend books,
programs and more for further personal development and
confidence building.
Confident Parents, Confident Kids Assistants Lead
Bellah led a team of sociologists in interviewing some 200
Americans on love, work, success and values. Blending
interviews with historical analysis, they explore what habits of
the heart move Americans, and what beliefs and practices
shape their character and social order. They examine the
traditions Americans use to make sense of themselves and
their society and show that while individualism creates self-
reliant heroes, it also destroys the fabric of community and the
capacity for commitment to one another. Most of the people
interviewed--wives and husbands, managers,
psychotherapists, local businessmen and civic activists--are
split between a public world of competitive striving and a
private world supposed to provide the meaning and love that
make the competitive jungle bearable. (For sale in India at Rs.
66.00).
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